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To all whom it may concern.- - 
Be it known that I, MICHAEL GARLAND, of 

Bay City, in‘ the. county of' Bay and State of 
Michigan, have invented a new and useful 
Sprocket Wheel and Cable;. and I do hereby 

and 
exact description thereof, reference being bad 
to the accompanying drawings, making part 
of this‘application. ' 1 ' . up, , 

Previous to‘ my invention a great variety of 
contrivances for ‘thetransmission of power 
and motion ‘and involving the use of some 
vsort of wheels or pulleys having combined 
with them some sort of drive-belt have been 
used,divisibleinto two general types-—viz.,that 

' class in which the engagement between’tlie 

> or belt 

peripheries of the wheels and the endless band 
has been by frictional contact only, and 

_ . that kind in which a positive interlocking de 

20 vice has served to engage the wheels with the 
endless band or chain belt. 
My invention relates to th at typco?irausenit.» ' 

ters in which the endlessw-tra'veling band or 
I belt e?'ects .aepesitiver engagement with the 
25 wheels over or partially. around which it' 

passes; and it consists, essentially, in the corn 
biuation,with wheels’having their peripheries 

_ circuinferentially grooved, and having the re. 

.30 
.dial ?angesmt either side of the circumferen 
tial groove formed with teeth or sprockets, of 
a wire orother rope or' cable adapted to run 
in said”’groove,~- and ‘provided with devices 
(made i'astthercon) adapted to engage posi 

.. tively with the depressions or-spaces betweenv 

35 '. 
the teeth or sprockets of ,the wheel’s ?anges, 

- all as will be hereinafter more fully explained, 
and as will be more particularly pointed out 

._ and explicitly de?ned inpthe claimv 19f this 
" specification. ’ I ,_ . ., 1 

. my invention 

4-5 
xpanyin'g drawings, 

To enable those skilled inthe 'art to which 
relates to understand and prac 

tice the. same, I will now proceed to more fully 
describe it, referring by letters to the ac‘co'nr-ge 

4 which forrnlpart of: this" 
which I have shown rny ‘ 

invention carried out-in those forms in which 
specification‘, and in 

'I have so far‘ successfully practiced it, and 
which arclabout the best formsnow'known to ' 

_ me. . > _, _ 

- In‘ the drawingsyli‘igure l-is a side view or 
elevation of a pair of wheels ‘and ail-endless , 
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to my invention. Eig. 2 is a top or'edge view of 
the same wheels seen at‘Fig. 1, and showing 
part of a similar drive cable, but out of con 
nection therewith, the rope being shown, how 
ever, as provided with several "dill‘crent species 
of wheel-engaging and other devices, to be 
hereinafter more fully described. Fig. 8 is a 
view looking sidewise at the rope and the 
several attachmentsthcrcto that are shown in 
topyicw at Fig. 2. Fig. dis a partial top 

-ble-run drive-belt with attachments adapted 
to the purposes of a conveyor-machine. Fig. 
5 is a cross-sectional view of‘ the samertaken 
at the line (not Fig. 4.. :Fig. 6 is a detail 
cross-section at the line 3/ y of Fig. 1. Fig. 7 
is a detailcross-section at the line 2 z of Fig. 
3. Fig. 8 shows a form of cable device adapted 
to carry an elevator-bucket. 

v 

ence. . . 

In Fig. 1, A and A’ represent two wheels or 
pnlleys mounted upon suitable 
being" banded together or belted by a wire 
rope or cable,.A“, upon which are arranged 
and secured at equal distances apart 
of transversely-arranged ‘bars or devices, A“, 
of a peculiar construction, and for a purpose 
to be presently explained. _ v . 
A'and A’ are duplicates, so that a descrip 

tion of the structure of one, which I will now 
‘giv'e, will answer forvboth. ‘ ’ ' _ 

- The wheel A, as will be clearly seen ‘by ref 
erence to Figs‘l and 2, isinade in the form of 
a simple rope wheel or sheave, 
riphery circumferentially grooved for ‘the ac-v 
commodation of the wire cable or rope A5, but 
‘having the radially-arranged ?auges,bctween 

cut out, so as to form two series of teeth‘ or 
sprockets, M, the said teeth of each‘ ?ange be 
ing' arranged exactly in line (axially of the 
wheel) with those of the other ?ange. 
.other words, what would otherwise be thetwo 
radial ,?a'nges of an ordinary peripherally 

‘toothed disks or sprocket-wheels, 
illustrated. - ' 

drive rope or'band' belted on them, all according ' l 

asst-H's 

having its pe~ 

which lies the peripheral groove, notched or, 

In 

grooved rope-wheel are. made to constitute two as clearly . 

view (on a smaller scale) of a duplex or dou= - ~ 
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In ‘the several ?gures the same part will ' 
found designated by the smile lcttcrof refer 

:75 
shafts, A 4, and ' 
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The transverselyarranged bars_A",bcfore ' 



mentioned, are made, "preferably, each in two 
parts, securely embracing the rope or cable-A5 
within semi-cylindricalrecessesformed in the 
parts of the device A“, within whichthe. said 
rope or cable issecurcly clamped 'by'the bolts 
or screws B, by which the twoparts of each ‘of 

_ the devices A“ are held together, and these 
devices A6 are arranged'equidistant and at a 
distance aparteqnal'to the distance between 
the spaces between the teeth or sprockets A2 
of the wheelsl In other words, these devices 
A6 are arranged at such distances apart as 

' > that in passing around or over the wheels 

20 

25 

' the said teeth. 
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they will match or correspond with the pitch 
of the sprockets or teeth of said wheels, so as 
to run in perfect gear or'engagement with the 
spaces between the roots of said sprockets,all 
as clearly illustrated at Fig. 1. 
By preference the duplicate clamp-like de 

vices A6 have their semi~cylindrical recesses 
provided with semi-cylindrical bushings, of 
some suitably soft metal or other material, for 
the‘ purpose of e?ecting a perfectly-reliable 
union (by the enforcement together of its parts 
by the action of the screw-bolts B) between 
said devices A and the wire or other rope or 
cable A5. ' ' 

Those surfaces or portions of the device Al5 
which are arranged to run in mesh or in en 
gagement with the sprocket-wheels formed by 
cutting the peripheral ?anges of the sheaves 
into teeth A“, as shown, are shaped so as to 
match" with the contour of the spaces between 

This conformation of the de 
vice A“ with the toothed ?anges of the wheels 
is clearly shown at Fig. 1.‘ . - 

Now, it will be understood, of course, ’that 
in a power and motion transmitting contriv 
ance composed, as shown in Fig. 1, of a pair 
of wheels having their peripheries grooved to 

. seat a row or cable A5 and also having the 
7 I b 
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radial ?anges formed into sprocket-wheels 
with teeth A2, with which the devices A6 
(secured to the rope) engage, as shown, a 
positive interlock or engagement is effected 
between the said wheels and the said drive 
rope or band,'while at the same time the 
band proper is composed of a simple cable or 
rope, cylindrical in cross;section, and the 
peripheries of the wheels provide'simplc 
grooved bearing-faces for the reception and 
retention laterally of the driverope, and it 
will be seen that in such a contrivance a greater 
or less ‘number of the engaging devices A” 
may be employedpto run in mesh with they 
~aprocketed ?anges of the rope-wheel. 

Of course the distance between the engag 
ing devices A“ of the cable may be varied by 
loosening, slightly shifting, and retightening 
the parts of said devices whenever, by reason 
of a'iry stretching of the cable or rope,thepre 
determined or original spaces between said 
engaging devices may be found to vary to any 
extent from the true pitch of the sprocketcd 
?anges of the rope-wheels. ' 
The conformation or contour of the teeth 

A’, and consequently of the spaces between 
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thempas well as the shape of the engaging de 
vices A", may of course-be variedfrom. what 
I have shown in' the drawings'z'withouttchang 
ing the principle of construetionor mode of 
operation of the contriva'nce, so long as these 
parts are of any proper shapetolpmpei'ly en 
gage ormesh together, andasome other'detail 
construction of the engagingldevices A‘,’ by 75 means‘ of which they might be‘eitherperma- - 
nently or adjustably secured to the rope A", 
may be adopted in place of those I have‘ shown 
in the drawings without departing from the na- - 
fare of .my invention. When desirable, the 
rope-grooves of the wheels may be lined with 
vulcanized rubber." 

In case it may be desirable or expedient, the 
tranversely-arranged,engaging devices of the 
rope or cable may be either so differently con 
structed from those seen at A“, or may be vso 

85 
supplemented with other devices, as. to render ‘ 
the traveling cable and its attachments capa 
ble of performing not only the transmission of 
motion and power from one wheelgand shaft 
to another, but also performing any of the 
usual functions or 
or belts. . 

At Fig. 2 I have shown the rope or cable 
A5 provided with several forms of transversely 
arranged and securely~clamped devices that 
are adapted not only to engage with the toothed 
v?anges-"ofv the rope-wheel's there shown, but 
also perform, respectively, the usual functions 
or oi?ces necessary to conveyer- machines of 
different species. - For instance, at-A7 I have 
shown a'rope attachment or device designed 
to perform the function'of grabbing and haul 
ing a log, after the usual fashion in “log-haul 
up” machines, while at A‘ I have shown a 
device similar to the usual scraper or “?ight” 
used in conveying- machines for moving saw 
dust, coal, clay, &c. The device shown atA” 
is another form of a more engaging device for 
engagement with the sprocket-teeth of the 
wheels, while at A‘f is another form of device 
~for the same purpose. 

Of course in the application of my inven 
tion to the various‘ forms of conveyer or car 
rier machines ~such as coal and sawdust con 
veying contrivanccs, log - haulers, &c.—the 
necessary and peculiarly-constructed ?ights 
or devices for such purposes, securely'attached 
in the proper manner to the wire cable or rope 
A“, may be interspersed with devices-such as 
seen at A“——for engagementonly with the teeth 
of the wheels which either drive the cable or 
are driven by it. ' 

At Fig. 8, P is a bucket for carrying ?our, 
grain, &c. , 

It will be readily understood that the vari 
ous applications of ?ights and log-hauling 
and other attachments for different kinds of 
conveying-machines, or for cable drive~chain 
purposes, may be almost endless within the 
scope of my invention. 

purposes of conveyer chains 7 
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- In lieu of a single drive rope or cable,’ A5, ' 
adapted to run in engagement withva single 
pair of wheels, and provided with some sort 
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of-transvers‘ely-arra'nged deviceswhichengage 
V .with the teeth A’ thereof,a duplex or‘double 

l0 
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run driving and carrier contrivance may be 
made, afterthe fashion illustrated at Figs. 4 ' 
and 5, by the use,“as there shown, of two sep 
arate ropes .or cables, each running over‘ a 
separate set of sheaves or wheels, and trans 
versely-arranged devices-such as seen at A“ 
- or ’A"‘-'-securel y clamped at each of their ends 
to one of the cables and adapted to engage 
with the toothed radial ?anges of wheels'some- ' 
what similar to those seen at Figs. 1 and 2.v 
If it be thought desirable ‘or expedient in'the 
construction of e such a double-run or, duplex 
drive mechanism and carrier mechanism, the 
wheels in such eontrivance may be made with 
only one peripheral ?ange to each wheel, suit-1 
ably toothed to engage with all of. the‘ devices‘ 
A11 orrA" near one end only of each. , 
Of course it will be understood, without 

further description here, that in either the use 
~ of a single run or double run of cables, such as 

- shown and described, provided with suitable 

25 
attachments for positive engagement with the 
toothed ?anges of the peripherallylgrooved 
wheels, almost any and every sort of lknown 

" ?ight or carrier attachment may be employed 

with the same facility as in ‘the ease of carrier 
hands or chains of the constructions hereto-._ 
fore known and used. . y 4 . 

W'hat {therefore claim asof myinvention, 
and desire to secure by Letters Patent, as a 
novel eontrivance for either the transmission 
of power and mot-ion, or for both transmitting 
power and motion and performing any of the 3 5 
known’ o?ieesof comPeying-machines or car 
rier-ehains, is—— , ~ 
, The combination, with a rope or cable pro 
vided with a series of transversely-arranged 
sprocketdike or engaging devices which pro- to 
ject laterally of said rope, of ’ wheels each of 
which has a peripheral groove for. the accom 
modationof said rope, and the?anges of which 
are toothed or notched to effect a positive on 
gagement ‘with the laterally-‘projecting pol-4 4.5 
tions of said'cngaging devices, all in substan 
tially the manner hereinhcfore set forth. 

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my 
hand this 24th day of February, 1887. 

, g } MICHAEL oanmnn. 

'In presence of 
\V. J. McUoaMicK, 
(J. E. Es'um'.>oo|<s. 


